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ACROSS
Reserved and retiring company kept by 
crooked Italians (10)

1

Encrypted term extracted from imported 
music player (4)

6

Drive off one who's not wanted back (5)9
"Colleague pushed around member," editor 
stated briefly according to report (9)

10

Bother male for short time at end of dance 
(10)

12

Line lacking in precision ultimately? (3)13
Vehicles carrying, say, particular consumers 
(6)

15

Measure that's imperial or American at the 
same time (2,6)

16

Cooling unit fixed road-train with missing 
bearing (8)

18

One who listens to one band on the radio is a 
delightful person (6)

20

Spouse dropping by a centre of activity (3)23
Injections done with artful dexterity without 
any point (10)

24

Manage sheep consuming processed food - a 
true-to-life story (9)

26

Live behind a complete house made of mud-
bricks (5)

27

Starter of walnuts served with the cooked 
appetiser (4)

28

Identity brought back boiler, say, for chicken-
lover no doubt (5-5)

29

DOWN
Brownie, with leader away, is sprightly (4)1
Recording containing soft sound with a 
rhythmic beat (7)

2

Independent kid chasing Santa's helper 
dressed in black (4-9)

3

Collects seafood contaminated with iodine (6)4
Versatile international forum restricted by 
fluctuating dollar (3-5)

5

Canoeist, say - one who doesn't mind getting 
their feet wet (7)

7

Durum's primary mass in grain - a guaranteed 
unit of capacity (3,7)

8

Understand odd bits of great topics presented 
by scholar (3,3,7)

11

Movers, starting late, had centre of town to 
shelter from the sun (10)

14

Vet brought in to treat trouble with joint (8)17
Middle part of modern cable broadcast is a 
complete failure (7)

19

Site vacated and left by Yahoo is a 
commercial success? (4-3)

21

Law, say, broken on every occasion (6)22
Grow back (4)25


